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L E T T E R  T O  T H E  E D I T O R

Replay to Response to Oliviero et al.’s Publication: “Impact of 
COVID- 19 lockdown on symptoms in patients with functional 
gastrointestinal disorders: Relationship with anxiety and 
perceived stress”

Dear Editor,
We would like to thank Dr. Wang and colleagues for their interest in 
our study focused on the effects of perceived stress and anxiety due 
to COVID- 19 lockdown on symptoms in functional gastrointestinal 
disorders (FGID) patients.

Dr. Wang et al. analyzed 38 returned surveys sent to their irrita-
ble bowel syndrome (IBS) patients early in the pandemic. The survey 
focused on the impact of COVID- 19 on symptoms’ trend, mental 
health, and healthcare utilization from March to May 2020. They 
showed how higher anxiety levels, strictly related to COVID- 19 out-
break, correlated with worse quality of life and with high pain levels, 
distension, dissatisfaction, and life interference.

Dr. Wang and our data look deeply similar, reaching analogue 
conclusions.

In our study, 69 patients, regularly followed up in a devoted out-
patient clinic of Southern Italy, were evaluated with FGID- related 
standardized questionnaires before and during the first COVID- 19 
lockdown and 44 of them filled in the online questionnaires to assess 
their	anxiety	(GAD-	7)	and	stress	levels	(PSS-	10).	Our	results	showed,	
at logistic regression analyses, how higher anxiety level was a risk 
factor of worsening gastrointestinal (GI) symptoms such as chest 
pain	(OR:	1.3	CI:1.1–	1.7;	p:	0.017),	water	brash	(OR:1.3	CI:1.0–	1.7;	p: 
0.024), epigastric burning (OR:1.3 CI:1.0– 1.6; p: 0.043), and abdom-
inal pain (OR:1.6 CI:1.0– 2.3; p: 0.015), so taking in account a wider 
spectrum of functional gastrointestinal disorders, such as functional 
dyspepsia (FD), irritable bowel syndrome (IBS), and functional heart-
burn (FH).

Previous	 studies	 underlined	 how	 stress	 conditions	 and	 mood	
disorders such as anxiety and depression could influence pain levels 
in IBS patients, and gastric discomfort in FD patients, due to the al-
teration of visceral pain stimuli brain processing and of colonic and 
gastric motility patterns.1– 5

Furthermore, it has been deeply reported in literature that 
depression and anxiety occur in most of FGID patients and that 
are able to condition GI symptoms onset and maintenance, in-
terfering with gastrointestinal motor function and sensitivity, 
specifically activating autonomic or brain response to stress 
situations.1,6– 9

In this context, Dr. Wang's and our data are perfectly in line with 
the previous literature demonstrating and confirming how psycho-
logical stress and anxiety could modulate FGID symptoms onset, 
maintenance, and severity, often in a negative way.

However, we must clarify that these findings represent only 
a partial slice of our study results. Indeed, we found that despite 
COVID- 19 lockdown having forced an adaptation to home restric-
tions, the intensity- frequency scores of several upper GI symptoms 
improved. These results appeared quite surprising but in apparent 
contrast with previous studies, so becoming possible matter of 
debate.

Nevertheless, we tried to give some explications to this finding: 
1— focusing attention on an organic disease such as COVID- 19 might 
have lightened functional symptoms10; 2— the level of fear of get-
ting COVID- 19 was lower in the studied population since it was from 
Campania, an Italian region that was affected by the first pandemic 
wave much less than other northern regions; 3— the patients’ resil-
ience as a psychological aspect able to influence symptoms improve-
ment11; and 4— eating at home a Mediterranean diet or, at least, 
having a more regular meals despite having quick and qualitatively 
unhealthy meals could improve GI symptoms.

In our study, we have not considered, among possible causes of 
anxiety, the COVID- 19– related financial concerns that, as Dr. Wang 
and colleagues correctly showed, were linked to higher anxiety lev-
els and consequently to higher pain levels, dissatisfaction, and in-
terference to life. The analysis they reported fit perfectly with the 
concept of national health system adopted in the United States, 
which differs profoundly from the Italian one, completely open to all 
patients’ health needs, so without financial burden.

Finally, COVID- 19 outbreak has severely tested our health sys-
tem, making us neglect various categories of patients such as those 
suffering functional GI symptoms. This concept must lead us to 
reflect deeply on our current FGID patients’ management, and we 
deeply agree with the need to improve and develop new modalities 
of healthcare assistance such as telehealth or telemedicine.

Giovanni Oliviero
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